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SPOTLIGHT
Spotlight
Local Action Group
(LAG) representatives
from Scotland,
Northern Ireland and
Ireland, along with
rural network teams,
recently attended a
two-day Cooperation
Exchange in Ayrshire,
Scotland. See page 8
for more.

New improved
NRN Website

The improved NRN website is
now live. It’s packed full of
information for rural communities
to ensure they get the most
from the Rural Development
Programme. With new
sections covering biodiversity,
environmental challenges and
EU Life, climate change, LEADER,
farm viability and competitiveness
and innovation, you’ll find the
latest news, case studies, videos,
publications and links to what’s
happening in Ireland and around
Europe. Check out our Storyboard
of 40 LEADER case studies, find
out why bees are so important
in agriculture or get the latest
news on the European Innovation
Partnerships for Agriculture. See

www.nationalruralnetwork.ie

Irish farmers lead the way
in sustainability
The 2016 Origin Green
sustainability report highlights
that sustainability continues to
grow in importance among Irish
farmers. To date over 137,000
carbon footprint assessments
have been completed as part of
Bord Bia’s Origin Green campaign.
Over 117,000 beef assessments
and 20,000 dairy assessments
have been completed on Irish
farms.
Origin Green is a national
sustainability programme
developed by Bord Bia to market
the commitment of Irish food and
drink manufacturers, farmers, and
retail and food service operators,
to producing in a sustainable
manner. It enables Irish food and
drink manufacturers to highlight
the strengths of the Irish food
industry and its leadership in

sustainable production.
Ireland has the lowest carbon
footprint in Europe for dairy, and
Ireland’s beef herd is ranked 5th
lowest in the EU.
Over 55,000 farms are
participating in the Origin Green
Programme. This involves farms
being audited and carbonfootprinted once every 18
months. The audit measures
sustainability and traceability
including measuring animal
health and welfare, water
conservation, biodiversity, food
safety and traceability. The
Programme is enabling Irish
farmers to become world leaders
in sustainability on farms.
For further information see
www.origingreen.ie/
sustainabilityreport2016
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Case Study:

Beef Data Programme
()

Brookfield Farm
The hiveshare
project is a
great success

Ailbhe Gerrard bought
Brookfield Farm beside her
home in Coolbawn, near
Nenagh, County Tipperary and
inspired by her late environmentalist mother, Ailbhe had a
vision to bring agriculture back
to its roots.
She transformed the tillage farm
into a nature friendly farm and,
as part of that enterprise, she
started Brookfield Farm
Hiveshare in December 2014.
Ailbhe joined the ACORNS 1
project and felt that the
project’s monthly meetings
allowed her focus on her aims
and helped her through difficult
times. Realising her passion for
sustainable artisan food, she concentrates on delicious honey and
lamb and her handmade beeswax candles are now stocked in
places such as Kildare Village,
Shannon Duty Free and Kilruddery Estate.
Fully funded under the Department’s CEDRA Rural Development and Innovation Fund,
ACORNS develops the potential
of female entrepreneurs living in
rural Ireland who have recently

started a business or who have
taken concrete steps towards
setting up a business. There is no
charge for successful applicants.
Ailbhe received EAFRD
funding through various
schemes, including conversion
to organic for the lamb enterprise, targeted agricultural modernization scheme and thinning
and tending grant for hardwood
forestry, which allowed her to
develop her farm business in Co.
Tipperary.
Before taking on Brookfield Farm,

Ailbhe studied sustainable development in University College
London and organic farming
for three years in the renowned
Scottish Agricultural College
(SRUC). Following a successful
construction project management career, she returned to
farm beside her family home in
Co. Tipperary. Recently honoured
with a Nuffield Agricultural
Scholarship, she is well qualified
to farm at Brookfield.
Enthused by the energy
generated hosting the All Ireland Permaculture Gathering on
Brookfield Farm in August 2014,
with hundreds of festival attendees attending dozens of workshops on sustainability and food,
Ailbhe launched Brookfield Farm
Hiveshare - an artisan honey
food product.
Hiveshare allow members of the
public to buy into Brookfield’s
apiary by investing in everything
from an eighth of a hive to a full
queen bee hive. Investors get
honey from their hives and a
range of other products, as well
as updates and information.
For further information visit:
www.brookfield.farm
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Case Study:

Glas Catch Crops
The GLAS Scheme, which is
funded through the Rural
Development Programme, has
a number of measures which
address climate change, water
quality and biodiversity. One
of the GLAS actions that is
designed to mitigate climate
change is catch crops.
Catch crops protect the soil
during fallow periods over the
winter preventing the release
of carbon from the soil. Catch
crops are planted in the fallow winter period to protect
soil and improve water quality
during the winter months.

North East Antrim Group
visiting Dungarvan,
Co. Waterford. Michael J Walsh
presenting hampers to the
Northern visitors of local produce.

Without catch crops, soil would
be left exposed and can be subject to erosion or leaching from
when a crop is harvested until a
new crop is planted.
Tom Short, a tillage and mixed
livestock farmer from
Newtownmountkennedy Co.
Wicklow, joined GLAS in 2015.
He chose the GLAS action catch
crops. Catch crops improve soil
quality, help to maintain
nutrient cycles and are used as
a valuable feed source over the
winter period. They prevent loss
of nitrogen, and boost fertility and protect water quality
by having less water run-off.
The root system of catch crops
helps to aerate soil.
Farmers receive a payment of
€155/ha. per year for planting a
catch crop in GLAS. The minimum area that can be planted
in GLAS is 10ha. and the maximum area is 32ha. Under GLAS
a catch crop must be established annually by 15th September using light cultivation
technique (i.e. shallow

Without catch
crops soil would be
left exposed

grubbing, ploughing is not
permitted) and by either broadcasting or drilling a seed mixture.
According to DAFM, GLAS
achieves the objectives of
Articles 28 and 30 of the Rural
Development Regulation. It
ties in with the green vision for
Irish agriculture as contained in
Food Harvest 2020 and as promoted by Bord Bia in the Origin
Green campaign.

his grazing season and because
catch crops improve soil
organic matter levels and help
to aerate the soil. Tom sowed
tillage radish and fodder rape
and is able to graze sheep on
the crop after 1st December.
For more on Glas and
biodiversity visit
www.nationalruralnetwork.ie/
biodiversity

Tom planted catch crops as part
of his GLAS actions. He chose
to sow catch crops to extend
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Reaching Out
to Rural Ireland
Beef Data Genomics
Programme (BDGP)

A successful collaboration between Teagasc and the National
Rural Network resulted in 28 Expand Your Horizons events
taking place between January to March in locations throughout
rural Ireland.
The first seminar series of its
kind resulted in approximately
1800 farmers, rural individuals and community groups
attending to seek information
and direction from 20 different
organisations that offer services
in rural Ireland.
The main focus of the seminar
series was the provision of
information for the farming
community and rural dwellers
who wish to explore new
possibilities for improved
economic and social development for their own lives and for

the betterment of their community. The events had particular

“I found the information
about funding etc. very
good and the ability to
meet people from the
different agencies was
invaluable and the
people were very
helpful.”
- Joe, Farmer
relevance for those interested in
diversifying their farm,

EXPAND YOUR HORIZONS

considering a new on-farm or
off-farm enterprise, retraining
for a new job or applying for
funding opportunities under the
Rural Development Programme
2014-2020.
Teagasc and the National
Rural Network brought together
other rural based organisations,
including Local Action Groups,
Local Enterprise Offices, MABS,
ETB, Citizens Information, Mental Health Ireland, Fáilte Ireland
and Fisheries Ireland, Credit
Unions and Allied Irish Banks,
Ulster Bank and Bank of Ireland.
The Implementing Partners and
Local Development Companies
from the Local Action Groups,
who are currently delivering the
LEADER Programme played a

Networking at the
Expand Your Horizons
event in Naas, Co.
Kildare
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Adare,
Co. Limerick

Ireland, but also the willingness
of so many organisations to assist people in their endeavour to
make changes or consider new
directions.
The seminars also provided an
important networking opportunity, with many participants
staying on afterwards for a coffee and a chat. Contact details
for all the participating organisations were made available at
each event.

key role in every event, providing informative presentations
regarding the type of LEADER

“Everyone was
present and able to
answer questions. The
sense of connectedness
was good. I found what
I was looking for.”
- Ronan, Vet

The events not only showed the
extent of assistance available to
the farming and rural
communities in all areas of

You can learn more about the
Expand Your Horizons seminar
series, including presentations,
videos and photos at
www.nationalruralnetwork.ie/
innovation.

Cavan,
Co. Cavan

funding available and how
individuals and community
groups can access funding in
their areas. A number of case
studies were also presented on
the impact that LEADER funding
had on farmers and rural
communities.

BurrenLIFE shortlisted for Green Awards
BurrenLIFE has been shortlisted as one of the top five LIFE Nature
projects of the past 25 years for the European Commission’s Green
Awards. A facebook voting page has been set up to enable people
to vote for their favourite project to win. Voting will be open until
the 10th May 2017 on the following page:
www.facebook.com/LIFE.programme/app/515720611858523
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Realising our Rural Potential

Action Plan for Rural Development
On 23rd January 2017, An Taoiseach Enda Kenny, and the Minister for Arts, Heritage, Regional, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs
Heather Humphreys launched
Realising our Rural Potential:
The Action Plan for Rural Development. It is the first plan of
its kind to take a cohesive and
coordinated approach across
the whole of Government to the
implementation of both economic and social policies that
impact on rural communities.

Realising our Rural Potential: The
Action Plan for Rural
Development progressed
following engagement from all
Government departments,
consultation with key rural
stakeholders and regional workshops.
The Plan contains 276 actions

across five key pillars, all of which
aim to improve both the economic and social fabric of rural
Ireland. The five pillars are:
•
•
•
•
•

Supporting Sustainable
Communities
Supporting Enterprise and
Employment
Maximising our Rural Tourism
and Recreation Potential
Fostering Culture and
Creativity in Rural Communities
Improving Rural Infrastructure and Connectivity

Some of the actions under the
Plan include supporting the
creation of 135,000 new jobs in
rural Ireland by 2020, investing
€50m for collaborative approaches to job creation in the regions,
increasing Foreign Direct Investment in regional areas by up to

40% and ensuring that all homes
and businesses in rural Ireland
are connected to broadband as
early as possible. In addition, a
range of initiatives will be implemented to rejuvenate over 600
rural and regional towns and a
new pilot scheme to encourage
residential occupancy in town
and village centres will be introduced. In this regard, the Town
and Village Renewal Scheme, an
initiative under the Action Plan,
is part of a package of national
and local support measures to
rejuvenate rural towns and villages throughout Ireland and was
launched on Thursday 13th April
in An Tuar Ard Centre, Moate. Co.
Westmeath.
More information is available
on www.ahrrga.gov.ie

Farming for biodiversity: payments rewarding
farmers for biodiversity achievements
A results-based system of
making payments to farmers
who produce or enhance biodiversity output is being piloted
in Ireland and Spain. This
Results-based Agri- Environment Pilot Scheme (RBAPS) is
being funded by the EU Commission.
RBAPS links payment levels to
the quality of the environment
and biodiversity produced on the
farm. Farmers are paid based on
the results they achieve. It allows
farmers to become actively engaged in managing biodiversity
and deciding how results can be
achieved. Farmer knowledge and
engagement is central to RBAPS.
Higher payments go to farmers
producing higher quality environmental goods such as plants,
6
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wildlife, clean air and water. This
contrasts with traditional AES
where all farmers are paid equally for complying with scheme
specifications, with no measure
of the quality of the environmental or biodiversity output. There
are three RBAPS pilot areas:
County Leitrim and the Shannon Callows (including parts of
Counties Galway, Roscommon
and Offaly) in Ireland, and Navarra in Spain. These pilot locations
are set within high nature value
farmland areas. Leitrim and the
Callows are dominated by livestock farming, whereas in the
Mediterranean region of Navarra the main farming is mixture
of olive, almond and vine crops.
The project teams, in collaboration with 60 participant farmers,
farm advisors, farming organisa-

tions and government bodies are
identifying and selecting indicators which are fair and reliable
measures of farmland environmental quality, e.g. number and
cover of plants. The teams also
provide farmers with advice on
how to achieve the best environmental quality they can, but the
farmers can choose the methods
most suited to them and their
farming conditions. It is hoped,
that by putting the management back in the hands of the
farmer, better environmental/
biodiversity results can be
produced, and in a manner that
is fairer to farmers and more
cost-effective for taxpayers.
For more information on the
RBAPS project visit
www.rbaps.eu
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7th NRNs’ Meeting, Azores Portugal:

Linkages with Advisory Services
Ireland was well represented at
the European Network for Rural
Development (ENRD) organised
7th NRN Meeting - Linkages
with Advisors Services on 15th17th March 2017 in Azores,
Portugal by the National Rural
Network and Barry Caslin from
Teagasc.

James Claffey (NRN Ireland) and Barry Caslin (Teagasc)
participating in a discussion group on linking NRNs with
Advisory Services with representatives from Portugal, Cyprus
and Poland.

The event chaired by David Lamb
aimed to develop linkages between NRNs and advisory service
providers, and with farmers; in
order to improve NRN implementation and advisory service
support for project creation and
delivery.
Over the course of the 3-day
conference, a number of NRNs
highlighted their links with
advisory service providers in
their respective countries. Barry
Caslin (Teagasc) presented to
the conference on how Teagasc
and the Irish NRN had collaborated on a number of initiatives

to develop how information is
shared with both advisors and
farmers. The recent series of Expand Your Horizon seminars and
networking sessions for advisors
on EIP- AGRI were expressed as
good examples of the existing
linkages between the NRN and

North East Antrim Group
visiting Dungarvan,
Co. Waterford. Michael J Walsh
presenting hampers to the
advisory
services. Their represenNorthern visitors of local produce.

European Network for Rural Development:
Workshop on Social Hubs in Rural Europe

tatives from the NRN and Teagasc both stated that this collaboration must be built upon and
that cooperation between the
two presents an opportunity to
maximize the impact of the Rural
Development Programme 20142020. Collaboration between
NRNs and advisory services is
seen as a potential method of
making contact with those “hard
to reach communities”.

Women in Agriculture and Rural Areas Hub organised by
Dr. Maura Farrell, NRN. From left to right: Elena Maccioni, Edina
Ocsko, Maura Farrell, Ailbhe Gerrard and Corine Fleuren

The “Vital Space” filled by NRNs
between Managing Authorities
and advisory services was expressed through the conference
as critical to the success of the
RDP 2014 and future RDPs. Many
NRN’s expressed a belief that
there is unconscious cooperation
occurring between them and the
advisory services but this collaboration must be formalised in the
NRN’s yearly action plans.
For more see www.enrd.
ec.europa.eu/news-events/
events/7th-nrns-meeting_en
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Cooperation Exchange, Ayrshire Join the NRN
This networking for cooperation
event, run over two days was led
by the rural network in Scotland
with support from Northern
Ireland and Republic of Ireland
who partnered with Ayrshire Local
Action Group to deliver a LEADER
cooperation exchange visit.
The main objectives of the
exchange were to:
•
•
•
•

strengthen relationships between Irish and Scottish Local
Action Groups (LAGs)
showcase LEADER projects to
inspire and catalyse new ideas
provide a space where LAGs
can design and initiate cooperation projects, and
match potential projects and
partnerships.

The event was a vital opportunity
to develop ideas for cooperation
projects, hear about other project
ideas and meet potential project
partners. Thematically, the event
was especially beneficial if LAGs
were considering cooperation

projects in the areas of cultural
heritage, tourism and/or coastal
communities.

Are you interested in rural
development?

The Leader Cooperation Café was
an excellent success and a credit to
the Scottish Rural Network. Firstly,
due to the many viable and possible project ideas that were developed over the short 24 hour period.
Secondly, due to the networking
capacity that the approach allowed
for. Thirdly, LAG members cited that
the size of the group along with
the cooperation café approach led
to a very positive, productive and
enjoyable exchange of information.
While it is necessary to commend
the SRN again on an excellent
event, it is important to mention
that the power and responsibility
now lies with the LAG members
to develop ideas further and bring
these excellent project ideas to full
fruition.

Join the National Rural Network
(NRN) by signing up on our website
www.nationalruralnetwork.ie

For more, visit:
www.ruralnetwork.scot/
reflections-our-visit-ayrshire

Once you have joined, you will
receive monthly email updates on
the RDP, the LEADER initiative, best
practice case studies and more.
For regular updates follow us on:

@ruralnetwork

/ruralnetwork
/company/nationalrural-network

What is the NRN?
The National Rural Network (NRN)
is part of the Rural Development
Programme (RDP) 2014-2020.
Managed by a consortium led by
Irish Rural Link in partnership with
The Wheel, NUI Galway and Philip
Farrelly & Co., the overall aim of the
NRN is to build and sustain a membership-based network that
maximises the beneficial outcomes
of the RDP.
Our ambition is to bring the RDP
into the lives of as many people and
communities as possible by
communicating its key opportunities
and outputs to all relevant
stakeholders.

Supported by
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The National Rural Network will be
focusing on specific themed areas
over the coming five years. The first
five themes will be as follows:
• Knowledge Transfer & Advisory
Services
• Agri-environment & Climate
Change
• Biodiversity & Organic Farming
• LEADER
• Viability & Competitiveness of
the Farming Community
See www.nationalruralnetwork.ie

T: 090 - 6482744
E: info@nationalruralnetwork.ie
W: www.nationalruralnetwork.ie
National Rural Network
Unit 2A Moate Business Park,
Clara Rd, Moate,
Co. Westmeath
Eircode N37 W9R0
Republic of Ireland

